
CHARGE IT, STORE IT, MANAGE IT

NoteLocker 8 is a convenient 
storage and charging solution with 
8 individual compartments.

NoteLocker is a Danish designed storage and charging locker.
As Europe’s leading supplier of IT storage solutions for
schools, this locker has proven its practicability at both Danish and
foreign schools. The locker comes assembled and ready to use.
 
Each compartment has 2 power outlets and there is plenty of room 
for some of the various devices that students bring, for instance, 
laptops, Chromebooks, tablets, iPads and mobile phones.

NoteLocker comes with a twist grip handle as standard for 
attaching a padlock. There are also other locking options such as 
keys, manual combination locks and electronic keypads.

Both the design and high-security standard means NoteLocker is 
particularly suitable for schools and institutions. NoteLocker is a 
flexible solution adapted for educational institutions that want to 
give students individual storage and charging capabilities.
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SOLUTIONS

• Designed for storing and charging laptops, 
Chromebooks, tablets, iPads, mobile phones 
and other devices in 8 individual 
compartments.

• NoteLocker is powder coated and the 
surface is matte with a surface structure 
(texture) that hides minor damage and 
scratches. Therefore, the locker looks like 
new for longer.

• The base on NoteLocker has a cutout, so the 
locker can be placed against a wall without 
removing the floor panel.

• For added safety, if somebody were to 
topple NoteLocker, there are holes in the 
back for attaching it to the wall (screws/bolts 
included).

• The door is designed to fold back on itself if 
somebody runs into it when its open, to 
minimise any injuries to the person. 

• A copper component is mounted on the 
locker to ensure a good electrical connection 
with the door, which is also fitted with a 
spring that ensures that the door is pressed 
against the copper component. 

DEVICES

Laptops, Chromebooks, tablets, iPads, mobile 
phones and other devices

The compartment height is 11 cm (see further 
compartment dimensions on page 3).

OPTIONAL PURCHASES

Coloured doors 
Electronic keypads 
Manuel combination locks 
Key locks 
Sloping top (easier cleaning) 

ITEM NUMBER

NoteLocker 8 
Item no. NO3-NL-8M8D-SC

1. Storing and charging devices in 8 individual compartments.

2. Each compartment is fitted with 2 power outlets.

3. The locker is fitted with a handle for a padlock as standard.

4. The door is made of non-corrosive steel and designed to fold back on 
itself. There is a copper component mounted and a spring function.

5. Various types of locks, electronic keypads, manual combination lock 
and key lock.
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NoteLocker 8
Technical specifications

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS OPTIONS ITEM NUMBER

Width (incl. handle) 400 mm

Depth 450 mm

Height 1240 mm

WEIGHT 34 kg

DIMENSIONS 
COMPARTMENT

8 compartments

Width 360 mm

Depth 420 mm

Height 110 mm

CONNECTING CABLE 1.8 m Schuko/DK (built-in)

VENTILATION Passive ventilation grooves

ELECTRONICS

Main panel 2 Schuko/DK socket in each compartment

Power panel 16 sockets, 16A, 4000W, 250VAC, 50/60hz

LOCKING SYSTEM FRONT Handle for padlock (padlock not included)

LOCKING SYSTEM OPTIONS Padlock with 4 digits NL-O-PADLOCK-CODE

4-digit mechanical combination lock Left:
Right:

SISO-COLOCK-L-M224
SISO-COLOCK-R-M224

Electronic keypad    Left:
Right:

KL1000-LH-B
KL1000-RH-B

PACKAGING Honeycomb recycled cardboard

WEIGHT PACKED 43 kg (individually packed, incl. pallet)

DISPOSAL According to local regulations
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